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Retirement in America Article #11: US Presidential Election and the Future of Retirement Plans 

To say that this year’s US Presidential Election has been divisive and unsettling is an 

understatement.  When I speak with family, friends, clients, colleagues, and really anyone in 

general, the common theme that is consistently voiced is how did we wind up with two 

candidates that have engaged in such a negative campaign?  On November 9th, regardless of who 

is elected, they will be OUR president.  Republicans and Democrats have different philosophies, 

but for the good of the country we need to work together and value the positions of each side, 

because at the end of the day, we are ALL Americans. 

With that being said, each nominee has a different idea as to what economic policies 

should be implemented in order for the country to grow most effectively for the greatest number 

of people.  In keeping in line with the similar vein of our articles, we will discuss the potential 

impact their policies will have on the retirement plan landscape.   

Overview of Sate-Run Auto IRA Programs 

 A state Run Auto IRA Program has been introduced into the marketplace to address the 

retirement coverage gap for working Americans.  According to the Corporation for Enterprise 

Development (CFED), 50% of employees working in companies of less than 100 employees 

have access to a retirement plan at work.    

 State-run auto IRA programs must be established by state law, implemented, and 

administered by the state.  The state’s role would be to invest employee savings, selecting 

investment alternatives, and they would be responsible for maintaining the security of payroll 

deductions and employee savings.   

With these programs, employers are not eligible to not contribute.  In addition, if the state 

mandates having a retirement plan available for their employees, they cannot opt out of that 

requirement.  However, employees have the right to be able to opt out of these programs.   

US Presidential Nominee’s Position on the State-Run Auto IRA Programs 

In reviewing a recent NAPA Article, citing Politico, Diana Furchtgott-Roth who is a 

Trump campaign volunteer, stated that Mr. Trump supports the state-run auto IRA programs.   

Although each candidate has some differences in their beliefs of what will help the economy 

grow, Secretary Clinton is aligned with Mr. Trump supporting the state-run auto IRA programs.  

Neera Tanden, president of the Center for American Progress, stated that Secretary Clinton “has 

been a fan of the auto-IRA programs,” according to Politico. 
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Key Takeaways 

 Regardless of who wins this presidential election, the positive takeaway is that both 

candidates want to address the retirement coverage gap that our nation’s hard working 

Americans face.  Every American deserves an opportunity to be able to save, and plan for a 

comfortable retirement with dignity.     

Further Reading 

For further information, please contact a Summit Group Retirement Planners, Inc. 

Representative: 267-433-1050 or dfiorenza@sgretirementplanners.com.  Summit Group 

Retirement Planners, Inc. specializes on collaborating with employers on the design, installation, 

and ongoing servicing needs of their retirement programs.   

Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.  Investment advice 

offered through Summit Group Retirement Planners, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor.  

Summit Group Retirement Planners and The Summit Group Associates are separate entities from 

LPL Financial.  The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not 

intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.  
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